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Thule bike racks are expertly designed to make it safe and easy to 
transport your bike.
Caravan bike racks are mounted on the rear wall or the A-frame of your vehicle, and you can even use them to 
transport e-bikes. The wide range of fixation systems, developed with and approved by caravan manufacturers, 
ensures a perfect fit. Once mounted, you’ll have a secure, sturdy and stylish rack, packed with smart features. The 
tiltable A-frame bike racks also provide easy access to the front locker of the caravan.
Made from extra strong aluminium to guarantee stability and reliability, Thule bike racks have been leading the way 
for years. They are TÜV-approved and no wonder as they’ve been tested to the limit and beyond at the Thule Test 
Center. There Thule bike racks must pass stringent crash tests and tough usage simulations, not to mention survive 
extremes in heat, cold, rain, sun and even harsh chemicals.
Thule bike carriers adjustable wheel holders make sure you can almost fit any bike on the bike rack, from mountain 
bikes to children’s bikes. Models such as the Caravan and Excellent ranges also have the ability to carry e-bikes.
You will be able to adventure in the outback and off-road without worry thanks to all Thule bike racks sporting a 
lockable platform. The platform lock creates excellent dynamic force control and perfectly secures your bikes during 
transport. The platform is locked manually (or automatically on Thule Excellent models) and can easily be clicked in 
the upwards position when not in use. When fixing the bikes to the carriers, it is important on all models the heaviest 
bike is fixed inwards with the lightest bike fixed outwards.

THULE BIKE RACKS

For full specifications and pricing see our website. For trade & wholesale pricing please speak to one of our sales reps.
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Caravan Light

Caravan Smart

Caravan Superb XT Black

CARAVAN RANGE

MODEL PART NUMBER
Caravan Light 43100000005000
Caravan Smart 43100000002000
Caravan Superb Short 43100000006000
Caravan Superb Standard 43100000001000
Caravan Superb XT Standard Black 43100000001080
Caravan Superb 3rd Rail Kit 84300000027000
Caravan Superb XT 3rd Rail Kit 84300000027080

The Caravan Range of Thule Bike Carriers have been developed to fit all 
types of A-Frames thanks to the specially designed platform and base frame 
with open front.
The Caravan Superb range can support e-bikes and be extended to hold up 
to 3 bikes with the rail kit. Caravan Smart are able to support 1 e-bike.
Featuring an Adjustable Tilt-Stop system for one-hand handling and 
protection of the car, the Caravan Smart and Caravan Superb bike racks 
provide easy, full access to the front locker of your caravan. The maximum 
angle to tilt the bike carrier can be set as you desire. The Caravan Light 
features a partial tilt with foam bumpers prevent the bike from being damaged 
during transport.

ADJUSTABLE TILT-STOP SYSTEM
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EXCELLENT RANGE

ELITE RANGE

The Excellent range is Thule’s most elegant bike rack with a large load 
capacity. They are designed for rear mounting on motorhomes and caravans, 
with the option to extend the standard 2 bike holder up to 4 bikes with the 
additional rail kits.
The Excellent bike carriers are also designed for e-bikes with a strong built 
frame, with a load capacity for up to 60kg.
Featuring an easy-to-adjust system – the rails can move sideways, back and 
forward, even with your bikes on the carrier. The rails easily slide to make 
sure you find the best position for your bikes without effort. 
The Excellent also features extremely user-friendly pump buckles. The pump 
buckles on the adjustable wheel holders help set up your bikes by offering 
easy and fast fixation of bikes.
As standard on the Excellent range, efficiently and simply secure your bikes 
on your bike carriers thanks to the Thule key lock system.

Thule’s Elite range is the perfect all-round range of bike racks. With options 
for caravans, vans, and motorhomes, there is the perfect bike carrier for your 
particular need.
Thule Elite Van XT is a sturdy, easy-to-use bike rack for vans with a quick 
installation process that doesn’t require any drilling. Smart design makes it 
easy to load your bikes and with the help of the Thule AcuTight torque limiter, 
you’ll know when the bikes are securely in place. Even with bikes loaded, you 
can still conveniently open the van doors and at the end of the season, the 
bike rack is easy to dismount.
The Elite G2 is rear-mounted on caravans and motorhomes and can be 
extended from holding 2 bikes to 4 bikes with the additional rail kits.

MODEL PART NUMBER
Excellent Short 43200000002000
Excellent Standard 43200000001000
Excellent 3rd Rail Kit 84300000024000
Excellent 4th Rail Kit 84300000025000
Excellent Wheelholder 84300000029000

MODEL PART NUMBER
Elite G2 Short 43000000001000
Elite G2 Standard 43000000000000
Elite Van XT 43000000005000
Elite Van XT Black 43000000004000
Elite Van XT VW Crafter 2017 and later 81300000112001
Elite Van XT Sprinter 2006 and later / Crafter earlier than 2017 43400000000000
Elite G2 3rd Rail Kit 84300000016000
Elite G2 4th Rail Kit 84300000025000

Excellent Standard

Elite Van XT Black
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MODEL PART NUMBER
Sport G2 Compact 43000000002000
Sport G2 Short 43100000003000
Sport G2 Standard 43100000000000
Sport G2 Universal 43100000004000
Sport G2 3rd Rail Kit 84300000017000
Sport G2 E-Bike Rail Kit 84300000026000
Sport G2 Wheel Strap 84300000028000

MODEL PART NUMBER
Lift V16 12V 43200000004000
Lift V16 Manual 43200000003000
Lift V16 Extension Kit 95-150 cm 43200000006000

SPORT RANGE

LIFT V16 RANGE
The Lift V16 is a bike rack with an adjustable platform for easy loading and 
unloading. The erganomic design lowers the bikes to an easier to access 
height—a great option for those with lower mobility.
The base can be lowered and raised by using a crank on the manual version 
or by the motor on the 12V electric version, making the installation of the 
bikes effortless.
The platform lock on the Lift V16 creates excellent dynamic force control and 
perfectly secures your bikes during transport. The platform is locked manually 
and can easily be clicked in the upwards position when not in use. The lifting 
frame is nice and tight during the ride thanks to integrated safety straps.
The Lift V16 can hold up to 3 bikes with the optional 3rd rail kit.

Thule’s Sport range is designed for those with active lives.The Sport G2 bike 
racks are attached at the rear of the motorhome or caravan with diffferent 
models to suit your needs.
The Sport range of bike carriers range from a weight capacity of 38kg to 
50kg. With the additional rail kit, you can upgrade your Sport bike rack to hold 
3 bikes or even capable of carrying an e-bike.
The range has been designed with extra strong aluminium which guarantees 
stability and reliability while remaining lihtweight. The load of your bikes are 
equally distributed onto the platform for an optimal stability.

Lift V16 12V

Sport G2 Standard




